Books are not men
and yet they are alive,
They are man’s memory
and his aspiration,
The link between his present
and his past.
The tools he builds with.

Stephen Vincent Benét
1898–1943
The Asylum
William Malkmus

The following five-volume index is presented as a supplement to the twenty-five volume Asylum index which was published as a separate issue about five years ago. It follows the same general format, described at length in that index. One new subject category has been added, namely, “Numismatic Research,” to supplement the previous category, “Literature (Miscellaneous).”
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Half Dollar Selections from
The Eric P. Newman Collection Part II
1,800+ lots valued at over $15 million — all Unreserved

1794 O-101a Half Dollar
AU55 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1794 O-106 Half Dollar
AU55 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1794 O-101 15 Stars Half Dollar
MS62 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1796 O-102 16 Stars Half Dollar
MS63 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1801 O-102 Half Dollar
MS64 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1805/4 O-101 Half Dollar
MS65 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1807 O-114 Large Stars
Half Dollar, MS65 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1836 O-116 50 over 00
Half Dollar, PR66 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1840 (O) Medium Letters
Half Dollar, MS65 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1866-S No Motto Half Dollar
MS67 NGC
Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green

1915 Judd-1961 Panama-Pacific
Half Dollar, PR64 NGC

Items being sold are from the extensive collection of Eric P. Newman Numismatic Education Society (a Missouri not-for-profit corporation) and have been assembled over a period of 90 years. Proceeds of the sale of all items will be used exclusively for supplementing the Society’s museum operations and scholarly research efforts and for the benefit of other not-for-profit institutions selected by Eric P. Newman Numismatic Education Society for public purposes.
CHRISTOPHER EIMER
COINS & MEDALS BOUGHT AND SOLD
(established 1971)

326 pp.; 249 colour plates with 2000 images
Price £75

Christopher Eimer
P.O. Box 352, London NW11 7RF, United Kingdom
tel. (+44) 208 458 9933

A selection of interesting items always available online
www.christophereimer.co.uk